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For those who don’t like to watch talks…

• Push the past two years of development into public releases

– the prior releases are over a year old

– releases scheduled for July, August, December, …

• Pre-release uploaded this morning for scipy-2011

– http://www.cacr.caltech.edu/~mmckerns/20110614-OUQ.pdf

– “pre-releases” @ http://dev.danse.us/packages/



discovery through predictive science

• Mystic provides:
– optimizers for

large-scale (high

dimensional and

highly

constrained)

problems

– massively-

parallel

optimization

– rigorous

sensitivity

analysis

– lower barrier to

discovery and

new science

• What are some of the key questions

scientists typically ask?

– How well does my computational model

represent reality (i.e. experiment)?

– What are the most important parameters in the

problem?

– What is the next best experiment to perform?

• mystic allows these motivating questions to

be addressed quantitatively

– The above questions can be addressed

rigorously as optimization problems.

– They are, however, typically very large

calculations.



how large?… massively large

A model requiring 1 minute of compute time

may be evaluated 10,000 times in a global

optimization.  We need to get results in less

than 10,000 minutes (1 week).

“Realistic” models may require several days

of runtime on a large parallel cluster.

Is it possible to do global optimization and

rigorous sensitivity analysis on problems of

this size?

(yes…)



RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

To determine the nature of phonon

anharmonicity in zirconia at elevated

temperatures.

APPROACH

Raman spectra of zirconia were measured at

temperatures up to 950K. Raman peak shifts

and broadenings with increasing temperature

were analyzed for trends. Lattice dynamics

calculations were performed with GULP, using

a shell model to obtain Raman frequencies and

densities of states.

Mystic is used to calculate the sensitivity of

the shell model to the selected force field

parameters, with change in the phonon energy

serving as the performance measure.

Correlations between significant terms in the

shell model and atomic motions calculated by

GULP were then noted.

SIGNIFICANT RESULTS

By correlating atomic motions to thermal peak shifts and broadenings,

modes involving changes to oxygen-oxygen bond lengths were

determined to be the most anharmonic. Metal-dominated modes were

found to be more quasiharmonic, and thus broaden less with

temperature. Published: C. Li et al., JACerS, 2010.

BROADER IMPACT

This study yields a methodology for elucidating the nature

of phonon anharmonicity in bulk metal oxides at elevated

temperatures.

sensitivity of phonon energy to interatomic bonding

C. Li,  M. McKerns , B. Fultz

Crystal structure of monoclinic

zirconia, with oxygen (O) in red

and zirconium (Zr) in blue. The

partial density of states at 295K

calculated with GULP shows

Zr dominates the lower energy

modes. Experimental data shows

metal-dominated modes (blue)

broaden minimally.

uses Mystic

uses UQ



sensitivity in bio-reaction networks
cross-cutting science

μ

μ



rigorous seismic safety assessment
cross-cutting science



RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

To devise a methodology for uncertainty

quantification that leads to tight upper

bounds on the probability of failure for

complex systems.

APPROACH

Systems where uncertainty in the response of the

system is aleatoric (assumed to stem from

randomness of the system inputs) are ideal to be

described with McDiarmid’s inequality as a basis

for rigorous uncertainty quantification. The

terminal ballistics of aluminum plates impacted by

spherical steel projectiles provides such a system,

where plate penetration serves as the failure

criterion.

The oscillation of the response function for ballistic

impact is calculated as a global optimization

problem using mystic. The staging and launching

of thousands of optimal-transportation models

(OTM) of ballistic penetration is automated with

pathos.

SIGNIFICANT RESULTS

A paper describing the rigorous uncertainty

quantification analysis used to certify the lethality of a

steel projectile impacting an aluminum plate is

forthcoming.

BROADER IMPACT

The methodology described in the paper is broadly

applicable to complex systems with aleatoric

uncertainty.

rigorous probability of failure for terminal ballistics

M. Ortiz et al.

Several instances of ballistic

penetration used in the

certification of Caltech’s gas-gun

facility. Clockwise from bottom

left are a snapshot of

experimental results, an optical

scan of the penetrated plate, a

simulation of plate penetration,

and a plot of an analytical

surrogate model derived from

experimental results.

otm uses Pathos

uses Mystic

uses UQ



rigorous model-based sensitivity

• we are accustomed to

objective functions that

define minimization and

fitting

bounds constraints

sensitivity = - |F(y) - F(x)|2

minimization F(x)

fitting difference = |F(x) - G|2

• we can formulate objective

functions that rigorously

define model variability

within some bounding box
• oscillation is the

maximum spread

due to a single

input parameter



uncertainty as optimization problems
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optimal uncertainty quantification paradigm
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optimization over product measures

• …

– …

– …

– …

– …

• min/max on probability

measure space (not input

parameter space)

• optimization balances weights

and positions of Dirac masses

around a critical point

probability distribution

probability measure

(of Dirac masses)

critical point

3-D with 5 Diracs in each dimension
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information alters probability of failure

We keep trying to design possible “experiments” to find the information

set that certifies the system as “safe” (not failing within the given tolerance)

We can then hypothesize experiments that would provide some new

information (say, measure the median of velocity, or some reaction rate),

and then optimize to see how that new information would alter the

probability of the critical event.



software requirements

• highly configurable optimization framework

– fast global optimization

– seamless use of heterogeneous computing

– monitoring, diagnostics, restarts, termination

– (dynamic) bounds and parameter constraints

– integrated probability and statistics toolkit

• additional “requirements”

– must “easy_install” (so pure python is best)

– there are no sacred cows

– work hard at defining the right abstraction layers

– write and maintain as little code as possible…



• …
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- …

mystic home

~900 downloads to unique

IP addresses over 2 years



framework tools for building optimizers

• “special” components:
– cost function = |model - model'|

– penalty = E if condition is False

penaltyFactorypenaltyFactory

penaltypenalty

x

E

monitorWrapper binds a monitor to an object

constraintsFactory generates constraints

from symbolic and/or functional constraints

population generatorpopulation generator

xE

x'

cost functioncost function

x

E

modelmodel

x

E

constraintsconstraints

x

x'

monitormonitor

xE

(E,x)

constraintsFactoryconstraintsFactory

serviceFactoryserviceFactory

monitorWrappermonitorWrapper

functionWrapperfunctionWrapper

functionWrapper binds a function to an object;

useful for binding penalties to cost functions

costFactorycostFactory

serviceFactory generates a compound

service from a strategy and multiple

copies of a service or services

costFactory generates a cost function

from a set of parameters and N models

penaltyFactory generates a penalty from

symbolic and/or functional constraints



optimization with an expanded interface

  # the function to be minimized and initial values
   from mystic.models import rosen as my_model
   x0 = [0.8, 1.2, 0.7]

   # get monitor and termination condition objects
   from mystic.monitors import Monitor, VerboseMonitor
   stepmon = VerboseMonitor(5)
   evalmon = Monitor()
   from mystic.termination import ChangeOverGeneration
   COG = ChangeOverGeneration()

   # instantiate and configure the solver
   from mystic.solvers import NelderMeadSimplexSolver
   solver = NelderMeadSimplexSolver(len(x0))
   solver.SetInitialPoints(x0)
   solver.SetGenerationMonitor(stepmon)
   solver.SetEvaluationMonitor(evalmon)
   solver.Solve(my_model, COG)

   # obtain the solution
   solution = solver.bestSolution

   # obtain diagnostic information
   function_evals = solver.evaluations
   iterations = solver.generations
   cost = solver.bestEnergy

   # modify the solver configuration; continue
   COG = ChangeOverGeneration(tolerance=1e-8)
   solver.Solve(my_model, COG)

   # obtain the new solution
   solution = solver.bestSolution

• optimizer independent:
– monitoring & logging

– termination conditions

– penalties & constraints



advanced constraints toolkit

• Traditional constraints methods apply a

penalty to the cost when the constraints are

violated

• Standard constraints methods

– Barrier and/or penalty methods

– Augmented Lagrange multiplier method

• Advanced methods first decouple and solve

the constraints, then restrict the optimizer to

select from a reduced set

• Decoupling the constraints enables the

solving of highly-constrained problems

– Largest to date: 300-dimensional

optimization with over 500 constraints.



imposing constraints & statistics

• Probability and statistical analysis

tools provide support for

uncertainty analysis

– Basic statistical and probability

functions

– Uncertainty quantification

calculators

– Parallel Monte-Carlo methods

– Optimization over probability

measures

• Standard functions like mean and

range are augmented to facilitate

the decoupling of constraints

from the optimization problem

– Not only can measure the

quantity, but can impose it

– Statistics can be imposed on a

set algebraically or numerically

(using an optimizer)

– Implemented to conserve other

properties when possible

   # a user-provided constraints function
   def constrain(x):
     x[1] = x[0]
     return x

   # the function to be minimized and the bounds
   from mystic.models import rosen as my_model
   lb = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0]
   ub = [2.0, 2.0, 2.0]

   # get termination condition object
   from mystic.termination import ChangeOverGeneration
   COG = ChangeOverGeneration()

   # instantiate and configure the solver
   from mystic.solvers import NelderMeadSimplexSolver
   solver = NelderMeadSimplexSolver(len(x0))
   solver.SetRandomInitialPoints(lb, ub)
   solver.SetStrictRanges(lb, ub)
   solver.SetConstraints(constrain)
   solver.Solve(my_model, COG)

   # obtain the solution
   solution = solver.bestSolution



optimization over product measures

   from mystic.math.dirac_measure import product_measure
   from mystic.math import almostEqual

   # generate constraints function
   def constraints(param):
     prodmeasure = product_measure()
     prodmeasure.load(param, (nx,ny,nz))

     # impose norm on measures
     for measure in prodmeasure:
       if not almostEqual(float(measure.mass), 1.0):
         measure.normalize()

     # impose expectation on product measure
     E = float(prodmeasure.get_expect(my_model))
     if not (E <= float(target_mean + error)) \
     or not (float(target_mean - error) <= E):
       prodmeasure.set_expect((target_mean, error), \
                              my_model, (lb, ub))

     # extract weights and positions
     return prodmeasure.flatten()

   # generate maximizing function
   def cost(param):
     prodmeasure = product_measure()
     prodmeasure.load(param, (nx,ny,nz))
     return -prodmeasure.pof(my_model)



factories for fitting and sensitivity

• Abstract Syntax Tree
- nodes may be services

(URI: name)

- nodes may be simple operations

• Provides service

infrastructure abstraction
- service configuration and launching

- service monitoring and management

• optimization targets:

– min/max of F(x)
• metric = F(x)

– fitting F(x) to G
• metric = |F(x) - G|**2

– oscillation of F(x)
• metric = |F(x) - F(x')|**2

   # prepare a (F(X) - G)**2 a metric
   def costFactory(my_model, my_data):
     def cost(param):

       # compute the cost
       return ( my_model(param) - my_data )**2

     return cost

   # prepare a (F(X) - F(X'))**2 cost metric
   def suboscillationFactory(my_model, i):

     def cost(param):

       # get X and X' (Xi' is appended to X at param[-1])
       x       = param[:-1]
       x_prime = param[:i] + param[-1:] + param[i+1:-1]

       # compute the suboscillation
       return -( my_model(x) - my_model(x_prime) )**2

     return cost
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pathos home

~250 downloads to unique

IP addresses over 2 years

serialize (nearly) all of standard

python, numpy, and scipy



distributed parallel job management

• the Job (or worklist) Manager
- stages and launches new jobs

- broadcasts execution control directives

- maintains registry of submitted jobs

• the Job (or worker)
- reacts to control directives

• The goal is to abstract the

mechanism used in

parallel job queue

managers.

a “job” is the

fundamental

commodity

we abstract all

of out jobs as

“services”

journaljournal

archiverarchiver

job managerjob manager

job managerjob manager

queue managerqueue manager

job1
job1 job2

job2 jobn
jobn

job managerjob manager

queue managerqueue manager

job1
job1 job2

job2 jobn
jobn

monitormonitor

useruser
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networking by proxies & delegates

Model

session holds state across several service requests;

begins service by exchanging proxies

provides for asynchronous request
and response mechanisms

symmetry between sender and receiver



enabling heterogeneous computing

       # establish a tunnel
   from pathos.tunnel import sshTunnel
   uid = 'foo.caltech.edu:12345:tunnel69'
   tunnel_proxy = sshTunnel(uid)

   # inspect the ports
   localport = tunnel_proxy.lport
   remoteport = tunnel_proxy.rport
  
   # a user-provided model function
   def identify(x)
     return x

   # cast the model as a distributed service
   from pathos.servers import ipcServer
   id = 'localhost:%s:bug01' % localport
   my_proxy = ipcServer(identify, server=id)

   # evaluate the model via tunneled proxy
   y = my_proxy(x)

   # disconnect the tunnel
   tunnel_proxy.disconnect()

• Factories hide the girdling of services from the user
- model evaluation in a different process space or computer

- insertion point for monitoring and control infrastructure

- provide with a global unique identifier

- launcher abstracts the execution environment

- maintains a pythonic functional interface



abstract assembly of analysis circuits

    # a user-provided model function
   def identify(x)
     return x

   # add pathos infrastructure (included in mystic)
   from mystic.tools import modelFactory, Monitor
   evalmon = Monitor()
   my_model = modelFactory(identify, monitor=evalmon)

   # evaluate the model
   y = my_model(x)

   # evaluate the model with a map function
   from mystic.tools import PythonMap
   my_map = PythonMap()
   z = my_map(my_model, range(10))

   # select and configure a parallel map
   from pathos.maps import ipcPool
   my_map = ipcPool(2, servers=['foo.caltech.edu'])

   # evaluate the model in parallel
   z = my_map(identify, range(10))

map provides batch

processing on an potentially

distributed or parallel service

map itself provides

distributed or parallel

infrastructure



extending optimizers to parallel

• We exploit the innate parallelism in

evolutionary algorithms and other

population-based optimizers

• New optimizers are developed based

on the strategy for distributing the

population workload over available

resources

– carddealer-DE

– dynamicpool-DE

• We utilize parallelism to extend fast

local-search algorithms to global

optimization

• New optimizers are developed based

on the strategy for distributing the

local-search optimizers over

parameter space

– lattice-Powell

– buckshot-Powell

   # the function to be minimized and the bounds
   from mystic.models import rosen as my_model
   lb = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0]; ub = [2.0, 2.0, 2.0]

   # get termination condition object
   from mystic.termination import ChangeOverGeneration
   COG = ChangeOverGeneration()
   # select the parallel launch configuration
   from pyina.maps import MpirunCarddealer
   my_map = MpirunCarddealer(4)

   # instantiate and configure the solver
   from mystic.solvers import DifferentialEvolutionSolver
   solver = DifferentialEvolutionSolver(len(lb), 20)
   solver.SetRandomInitialPoints(lb, ub)
   solver.SetStrictRanges(lb, ub)
   solver.SetEvaluationMap(my_map)
   solver.Solve(my_model, COG)

   # obtain the solution
   solution = solver.bestSolution

• framework infrastructure is

utilized to build powerful new

optimization algorithms



the carddealer-DE optimizer
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new massively-parallel optimizers

   # the function to be minimized and the bounds
   from mystic.models import rosen as my_model
   lb = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0]; ub = [2.0, 2.0, 2.0]

   # get monitor and termination condition objects
   from mystic.monitors import LoggingMonitor
   stepmon = LoggingMonitor(1, 'log.txt')
   from mystic.termination import ChangeOverGeneration
   COG = ChangeOverGeneration()

   # select the parallel launch configuration
   from pyina.maps import TorqueMpirunCarddealer
   my_map = TorqueMpirunCarddealer('5:ppn=4')

   # instantiate and configure the nested solver
   from mystic.solvers import PowellDirectionalSolver
   my_solver = PowellDirectionalSolver(len(lb))
   my_solver.SetStrictRanges(lb, ub)
   my_solver.SetEvaluationLimits(50)

   # instantiate and configure the outer solver
   from mystic.solvers import BuckshotSolver
   solver = BuckshotSolver(len(lb), 20)
   solver.SetRandomInitialPoints(lb, ub)
   solver.SetGenerationMonitor(stepmon)
   solver.SetNestedSolver(my_solver)
   solver.SetSolverMap(my_map)
   solver.Solve(my_model, COG)
   # obtain the solution
   solution = solver.bestSolution



the buckshot-Powell optimizer
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future work

• Current developments

– interface for “uncertainty with legacy data”

– interface for rigorous parameter correlation (Martingale)

– better framework support for heterogeneous computing

– better framework support for asynchronously-coupled models

– probabilistic optimizers



 End Presentation


